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Student leaves Hope
following grade dispute
An art student's decision to
leave school early this semester
has led to a ruling by the Administrative Affairs Board concerning
its jurisdiction over student
appeals of grades.
DONALD SEISE withdrew
from school on Sept. 10, after
reaching an impasse concerning a
final exam grade for Primitive
Arts 295, taught by Dr. Robert
Vickers, professor of art. According to Seise, he was unable to protest his final exam grade because it
had been misplaced, though he was
told he had failed the test.
After appealing to the adminisZif* " T^ iTi ~ v V ' -f'
! :—
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tration,
Seise said he was advised
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to take the matter up with
Vickers and Art Department
Chairman Delbert Michels, who
told him that allowing him to
retake the exam would reflect on
the integrity of the art department. However, Seise added, "It
would be impossible for me to
retake such an exam now and
believe that it could possibly be
graded without bias."
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five year task ends

Core reform nears completion
by Marjorie.DeKam
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Change doesn't always come
overnight, and in the case of core
curriculum reform, it has taken
years.
FOR FIVE YEARS the Academic Affairs Board has studied
the core curriculum; those requirements which are considered
the core of a liberal arts education. Changes have come since
then, and with the Cultural Heritage proposal up for approval by
the AAB, the core curriculum
may finally be complete..
Why did it take so long?
Change in the core curriculum has
not come sooner because many
people's interests and opinions are
important, according to Dr.
Robert Coughenour, professor of
religion and chairman of the AAB.
COUGHENOUR
explained
that "people want to protect certain interests, everyone wants to
be heard, and not everyone is
always in favor of change."
He also said, "I have confidence that the faculty at Hope is
concerned about education and
what students are getting in terms
of core requirements." This is
why faculty have been involved in
drawing up the present core requirement proposals, according to
Coughenour.
THE MAIN REASON for
changing the curriculum, Coughenour pointed out, is to give students more choice of what required classes they may take.
The basic objectives of the core
change, as described by Dr. Irwin
Brink, professor of chemistry and
former chairman of the AAB, are
to increase emphasis on astudent's
high school experience in meeting
requirements, to meet the objectives of a core curriculum, reduce
the total number of hours in the
core and to give students more
options in which courses they
may take.
FLEXIBILITY FOR students
has been the key word in the core
curriculum reform, Coughenour
said. While there have been no
changes in the objectives for a
liberal arts education or in the
number of hours in the core, there
have been changes in the core
requirements.
The latest and last area to be
reviewed by the AAB is- the Cultural Heritage course requirement.
The proposed courses are in two
areas: Western Ideas and Artistic
Expression. This particular proposal began last March and the
AAB hopes to come to a conclusion by Thanksgiving, according

to Coughenour.
THE AAB HAS already reviewed and adjusted requirements
in other areas of the core. These
include Introduction to Liberal
Studies, Social Science, Science
and Mathematics, Foreign Cultural Studies, Religion, Senior
Seminar and Physical Education.
The present core study began
last year when the AAB took it on
as a prime responsibility, according to Brink. To facilitate suggestions for changes in the core, the
AAB asked each department to
evaluate their course offerings in
light of the basic objectives for
" the curriculum.
THE REST OF last year was
spent getting faculty suggestions
on the core, and the AAB reached
conclusions on all but the Cultural
Heritage requirement by last
spring.
"If nothing else, the curriculum study did require various departments to look at their programs, to answer a specific set of
questions," Brink said. "I think
the departments did spend time
on self evaluation and this is a
good thing to do periodically."
"MY GENERAL impression is
that we haven't made a lot of
change with this core," said Provost David Marker, pointing out
that so far the foreign language
requirement is the only major
change. He said, "It takes a long
time to do it right."
Students were involved in the
study. Marker said some committee members surveyed students
concerning core requirements.
Brink said there were no objections* to the core program, and the
students involved supported the
core curriculum.
IF THE CULTURAL Heritage
proposal is approved by the AAB,
the core curriculum will be complete. When this will be accomplished depends on several steps
the proposal must go through
after AAB approval.
The proposal probably will be
sent back to the departments concerned for faculty changes and
comments, Coughenour said. It
will then come back to the AAB
which will accept or reject the
changes. Coughenour said he will
probably appoint an ad hoc committee to formalize the core curriculum package. This would
finally go back to the faculty for
approval, and if approved, the
core curriculum will be complete.
COUGHENOUR said he would
like to see final core curriculum
approval this semester. Marker
agreed. He expressed hope that

the Cultural Heritage proposal
would be passed so the AAB
doesn't have to start all over in
core evaluation.
"Curriculum reform is in constant' change," Coughenour said.
Marker also said that curriculum
should be in evaluation at all
times. He would like to see more
flexibility in the core, although he
is in favor of a core curriculum.
Marker predicted that after the
academic system of four deans
with four separate disciplines
begins next year, the core may
have to be evaluated again in a
few years. Coughenour explained
that the new system may suggest a
core that would be distributed
such that each division would
have a certain number of hours
required of students.

HE FINALLY LEFT because
"as things stooid, a resolution
could not be made acceptable to
either faction, and to stay would
mean a loss of more tuition
money."
Since that time, after further
appeals, the grade was changed to
a P.
WHEN THE issue was brought
before the Administrative Affairs
Board the question considered
was whether or not an appeal

about a grade should be within
the jurisdiction of the Student
Standing and Appeals Committee.
According to Board Chairman
Dr. George Ralph, associate professor of theater, the committee
felt if this were the case, they
would be meeting "round the
clock" deciding such issues. Instead, said Ralph, directed by Jon
Huiskens, information is being
gathered from other schools with
the intention of setting up a committee "whereby a student can
make that kind of appeal."
ANOTHER QUESTION the
Seise case brought up was that of
instituting a policy that would
have faculty members keep final
exams on file for a proscribed
length of time.
Board member Dr. William
Cohen, assistant professor of history, stated that there is, at this
time, "no official policy."
HOWEVER, because the board
placed the case out of their jurisdiction, they were unable to deal
with the related question of forming a policy whereby final exams
would be kept on file.
"That is a policy people can
adopt as a personal choice,"
added Cohen. "I personally favor,
and do keep all exams for a full
year. Occasionally, there are students who want their finals. My
standard answer is that they are
welcome to come and look. But if
I keep them 1 will have one piece
of written work for each student
which I may use later to defend
the judgment I made."

Nykerk to highlight
Parents' Weekend

Parents' Weekend, which happens today and tomorrow, will be
highlighted by the traditional
Nykerk Cup Competition between
the women of the classes of '77
and '78.
The event will be held in the
HoUand Civic Center tomorrow
night at 8 p.m.
The women's answer to the
Pull, Nykerk includes musical,
dramatic and oratorical competitions.
The frosh will be singing "I Believe." Their dramatic offering will

be The Churkendoose.
In an attempt to avenge last
year's loss, the sophomores will be
presenting a medley of "Smile"
songs and enacting The Last Dress
Rehearsal
Orators for the freshmen and
sophomores are Kim Renskers and
Sarah Koeppe, respectively.
Other events this weekend include today's senior day for high
school students and the Social
Activities Committee's Rodgers
and Hammerstein festival.

Effective July, 75

Marker names humanities dean
The appointment of Dr. Jacob
Nyenhuis as Dean for the Humanities has been announced by Provost Dr. David Marker. He will
assume his duties on July 1, 1975.
NYENHUIS IS currently professor of classics and chairman of
the department of Greek and
Latin at Wayne State University.
In anticipation of his new role,
Nyenhuis had good things to say
about the humanities at Hope.
"There are definite strengths in
faculty themselves. We hope collectively to strengthen the humanities by finding new ways to work
in faculty development, recruitment and eliciting student interest
in programs."
HE ADDED that he has already begun exploring the possibilities of obtaining external funding from national foundations to
develop new ways to present the
humanities.
Nyenhuis gave additional information on what his duties will
include. "In terms of the challenge given me by Dr. Marker and
Dr. VanWylen," he stated, "the
sciences at Hope have developed
such a reputation that many students are coming to Hope explicitly to study sciences.
"THE NUMBER of humanities
students is not as great. One of
the challenges, then, is to make
the program so attractive that
students will come to be students
of humanities."
Nyenhuis expressed a deep
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DR. JACOB NYENHUIS
interest in preparing students to
serve in society "the Lord whom
we believe in.".
Teaching will be included in
Nyenhuis's responsibilities, he re-

ported. "My assignment is three
quarters administrative arid one
quarter research and/or teaching.
That's one of the things that
makes it attractive to me."
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Westra chairs HHRC with 'moral consciousness'
main purpose is to serve as an
advocate for the poor and the
It's one thing to profess a powerless," Westra said.
She was appointed to the 15
philosophy advocating "moral
member
commission soon after
consciousness and vigilance of
human rights." It's another to moving to Holland and went imapply this philosophy to everyday mediately to work drafting a
social and political injustices af- handbook of tenant-landlord relations explaining federal, state and
fecting the community.
HELEN WESTRA, current local laws relating to rental housChairperson * of the Holland ing.
Human Relations Commission is
THE COMMISSION was so imone of those rare individuals who pressed with her sense of commitdoes both.
ment and organization that after
Westra, who combines serving only three months on the board
in her voluntary position as chair- she was elected chairperson. Since
person with her career as part- then she has been instrumental in
time instructor in English at Cal- developing committees in the four
vin College, is quick to point out areas of housing, education, emher philosophy toward the work ployment, and government-comof the commission and its impor- munity relations.
tance to the community. '
A recent report of a crime
"OUR VERY FIRST interest is allegedly committed by "four
people and justice for the peo- Mexican males" prompted Westra
ple," she says in her soft-spoken, to write a letter to the Holland
yet resolute voice. "I see the Evening Sentinel pointing out the
commission as being the heart or negative effects on human relations
the conscience of City Hall."
caused by "labeling ethnic or naWestra's job as chairperson, as tional origin in reporting crimes of
she understatedly describes it, in- unapprehended and not yet posivolves "nudging things along, tively identified persons."
keeping my ear to the ground and
MORE RECENTLY she coortrying to be aware of community dinated a series of radio interneeds."
views, panel discussions and
IN A LETTER to Mayor Lou speeches relative to human rights
Hallacy of Holland, she cited the issues in the community.
need for a "strong moral conDr. David Myers, associate prosciousness and vigilance of human fessor of psychology and former
rights and social justice" in the chairman of the HHRC who nomicity.
nated Westra, speaks highly of her
The letter continued, "As the dedication.
Human Relations Commission
"SHE HAS A vision and purdeals with broad, public areas of pose, coupled with toughness,
equal rights and affirmative action humility and diplomacy. One of
and more narrow, sensitive inter- the things that amazes me about
personal kinds of reconciliations, her is that she never seems to tire.
we will endeavor to serve as an Other people's enthusiasm waxes
action line, a tension relief me- and wanes. They're on a band
chanism, a racial conscience and a wagon for awhile and then off
positive stimulus to a healthy, again. Her commitment is so well
peaceful community growth."
sustained that you know it stems
ALTHOUGH THE commission from something deep inside.
handles complaints from people
"I never cease to be amazed by
of all socio-economic groups, our her courage, her conviction and
by Annetta Miller

her ability to apply her faith to
political and social realities. She's
a marvelous example of someone
from a strong evangelical heritage
who because of, not in spite of it,
has an enduring commitment to
living the full implications of the
gospel."
HE SAID that while her Dutch,
Christian Reformed background
gives her a sense of rapport with
those in the community who
might identify with it, she tends
to "confound the stereotypes" we
have of such people.
Westra commented on the relationship of a Christian commitment such as hers to politics. "In
a tremendous desire to keep
church and state delineated we've
made the mistake of separating
the law of God and morality from
day to day political judgment. As
Christians We must pull these back
together."
AL GONZALES, executive
secretary of the HHRC noted
Westra's philosophy of concern
for those who live under negative
conditions.
He added, "She's done much
to sensitize other city officials to
the fact that the role of women
can include more than being a
housewife." Westra, the first
woman chairperson in the history
of the board commented, "I don't
feel that I've encountered any
resistance in my job because of
my sex.".
"HOWEVER, I know that discrimination on the basis of sex
does occur in the communityespecially in the area of employment."
Sheldon Wettack, professor of
chemistry and member of the
HHRC echoed Myers' and Gonzales' praise for Westra, saying
that the establishment of a closer
relationship and rapport with the
city council has been an important outcome of her appointment.
^SHITS . VERY
concerned

HELEN WESTRA
about
communication-there's
been a fair amount of dialogue
going on with the city council
that didn't go on before. She's a
very articulate person and makes
her points clearly and effectively."
The HHRC offers its services to
anyone with a grievance concerning such things as employment,
job discrimination, etc.
THE COMMISSION even received one complaint from a man
who claimed that he was being
discriminated against because of
his wealth when he applied for a
job at a local concern, Westra said.
Students are another group
whose interests are served by the
HHRC. Westra gave the examples
of tenant-landlord relations and
job discrimination as areas in
which a student might seek the

Himebaugh-'sex not a factor'

The issue of job discrimination
has long since passed at Hope,
according to Bruce Himebaugh,
director of financial aid.
STUDENTS seeking Saga jobs
or other campus employment will
not find questions regarding sex,
race or age on applications or be
asked, them by college interviewers.
Discrimination
may
appear evident at times, he said,
but this results from a lack of
applications from both sexes for
certain jobs. ,

According to Himebaugh, "The
on-campus job applicant is usually
given his preference of jobs."
Sometimes specific skills are required, he said, but students generally can find jobs that do not
require past experience.
OPENINGS IN academic departments usually require clerical
work experience, and lab technicians and assistants to professors
also require previous training.
Audio visual equipment operators, the maintenance crew, higher
horizons, library work and food
service are among other jobs men-

THE FE-MAIL MUST GO THROUGH-Cindy Carlone is just one of
Hope's women employed by the college. Director of Financial Aid,
Bruce Himebaugh, reports that sex is not a factor in campus hiring.
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Equality governs campus jobs
by Cathe Tharin

aid of the commission.
"A STUDENT has rights that
we are concerned about. But
along with his rights he also must
understand his responsibilities."
When asked about the amount
of community involvement from
college students, Westra replied
that, although many Hope students participate in class projects
that involve working in the community, most are limited in the
area of community involvement in
the sense that they have the additional burden of classes and little
time.
"IN THE ACADEMIC world,
theory must be interspersed with
political and social awareness.
Concern for social justice should
bring together academic theories
and youthful idealism with real
action," Westra said.

tioned on the campus employment application. Any Hope student is eligible for these jobs.
APPARENT
discrimination,
for example the absence of female
maintenance crew members, is
due to the fact there were no
female applicants, Himebaugh
said.
This year more men than ever
before are working in the library,
he reported. Two years ago the
audio visual equipment was run
entirely by men. Now women
operators are part of the crew.
The student is placed in the job of
his interest and skill, Himebaugh
stated, although the final decision
rests with the department.
THERE ARE more women on
financial aid, and a greater number of women apply for jobs.
Most women prefer clerical work,
Himebaugh noted.
SAGA FOOD Service, another
source of student funds, employs
students who are boarders. The
applicant has a choice of any
position, providing that person is
able.to perform the job well.
Jobs are recommended to certain people. "Thirty percent of
the applicants are male;" said Jess
Newkirk,
director
of
Saga.
"Therefore, men do most of the
heavy work because girls are not
physically able. Strenuous jobs are
given to men, not because the
men want the jobs but because
women don't want them." v
NEWKIRK
implied
that
women work as well as men in
such jobs.
"Three women clean caked
grease off the hood of the steampot, one of the hardest jobs Saga
offers," Newkirk said. He said he
prefers to see one man on each
serving line.

Fall Time is
THANKSGIVING
TIME
tft

and
CHRISTMAS
TIME

at...
HOLLAND
STATIONERS
DOWNTOWN, NEXT TO PENNEY'S
PARTY GOODS - CARDS
THINGS TO DO
FULL LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
v

FRIS STATIONERS - ON THE MALL
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN HOLLAND
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Lincoln Park to feature
rink, tennis courts
The City of Holland deserves
some grateful recognition from
Hope's tennis players, ice-skaters
and merry-go-round thrill-seekers.
Lincoln Park, a grassy expanse
across Columbia Avenue from Gilmore and Dykstra Halls, is being
revamped to accommodate yearround sporting enthusiasts.
Two tennis courts, convertible
in winter to an ice-skating rink,
are being laid out in the center bf
the park. Playground equipment
and a small shed for city equip, ment will be set up to the south
'RINK AROUND THE COLLEGE, RINK AROUND THE COLLEGE!' That dirtv rink at least that's the 0 f t ' } e 1 t e n n i s c ° " r t s
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. part of Lincoln Park on
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city, according to Assistant City
Manager Terry Hofmeyer. A
maximum of $92,800 was allocated from the state recreational

Beran explains problems

bonding fund for the original
project, which was to include the
acquisition of property between
Lincoln Park and the railroad
tracks.
However, homeowners there
refused to sell, and the city chose
not to attempt an ouster through
legal processes. Hofmeyer estimated the cost of the project,
including the purchase of some
property on 9th Street, to be
$70,000.
Although Hope has no connection with the improvements, it is
partly because of Hope's proximity that so much money was made
available from the state for the
park, Hofmeyer said. According
to Herk Branderhorst of the Lakewood Construction Company, the
new facilities will be ready for use
within a few weeks.

S. C. encounters confusion
by JohnScholten

cause • it is cumbersome procedurally. He added that legitimate
Currently Student Congress has
representation is needed in order
11 elected members, with 49 addifor the decisions of congress to be
tional appointed members. This
representative of everyone on
body of people, representing campus.
Hope students, is experiencing
Currently "the appointed memconfusion concerning its relationbers ate chosen from applications
ship to the Hope community,
by • the 11-member executive
according to President Jim Beran. council.
"THE PROBLEMS in Student
BERAN suggested that this
Congress are basically due to the
problem could be alleviated by
confusion of its whole structure,"
electing representatives from the
Beran- stated. "These problems various living units. By having
often hamper our efficiency as a representatives from fraternities,
representative body."
dorms and cottages elected to
An example is congress' lack congress by their peers, the^ sysof a constitution that clearly tem would be more democratic.
spells out its exact functions, privAnother problem in making
ileges and rules.
student opinion known, cited by
ACCORDING TO Beran, the Beran, is the lack of a community
current method of selecting repre- review. "The review process in
sentatives is unsatisfactory be- existence at Hope has disregard
for students. There are now no
students in review of any board
decisions," he observed.
"RIGHT NOW there is faculty
JIM BERAN
review," Beran stated. "What
we're seeking is a community review-students, faculty and administration working together in
this community for the benefit of
all those involved."
As Beran envisions it, community review would take place
ON A L L
when controversy arises on a decision
that comes from a board. The
MERCHANDISE
off-campus drinking issue a few
As term paper due dates grow
IN THE
years ago is an example of where near, some* Hope professors are
community review could have, concerned that students aren't
SHOE CELLAR
been applied.
; :
, s
aware of what constitutes plagiaBERAN ALSO noted, "Accep- rism. Hope defines plagiarism as a
NOVEMBER
tance of community review indi- violation of "academic honesty."
8-9
cates trust. If we claim to have The student handbook says "pertrust at Hope, then this should be sons engaging in such questionable
DURING
reflected in our governance sys- behavior demonstrate not only a
tem also." .
lack of personal integrity and reGRAND
Student Congress' exact role is sponsibility but threaten the colOPENING
also ambiguous as it doesn't really lege's integrity as well."
Assistant Professor of Sociolfit into the board and committee
AT
structure. "We fit into the struc- ogy Howard M. lams wonders if
ture almost as a subcommittee students know what constitutes
under all three boards," Beran an act of plagiarism. He believes
that most plagiarism is unintensaid..
tional
and said that many students
. UNLIKE THE boards, which
are policy-making'bdtiies, Student are unaware of the importance of
Congress has no final authority on noting other people's work. Takanything except the appropriation ing direct exerpts or rephrasing a
of a portion of the student activ- new idea requires a footnote, lams
said.
ities fee.
. '!
"A student should not assume
"Because of the nature of all
these problems, we're trying ,to .that all the original ideas in the
formalize concretely the role of world must come from himself,"
congress and its relationship to says lams. He is concerned that
51 E. 8th St.
community governance-the total students be aware of the possible
community governance system," consequences of plagiarism, lams
acknowledges that plagiarism is
Beran reported.
sometimes hard to identify, but
"when in doubt, footnote."
Although Assistant Professor
of English William Reynolds believes some plagiarism is unconNEW RELEASES B Y . . .
scious,, he once spent an hour
—Beach Boys
—Loggins and Messina
tracking down the plagiarized
pages of one term paper.
-Billy Joel
-Gregg Allman
To help eliminate the tempta-Rolling Stones
-Jethro Tull
tion to plagiarize he assigns ex-Barbra Streisand
plicit compare and contrast subAT...
jects unlikely to be explained in
detail in a book or article. "Students should learn how to use
what others have provided to
IN BROWNSTONE ALLEY
build their own edifice." .
Bad students are questioned
.
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Threatens college's integrity'

Professors discuss plagiarism

Borr's

Booteiy

Records—Tapes

more frequently about plagiarism
than good students because the
plagiarism stands out in comparison with their past work.
Reynolds terms a lot of plagiarism
"very clumsy" and recalls such
mistakes as the inclusion of the
phrase "as we have seen in the
previous chapter" in one paragraph.
Assistant Professor of Psychology Patrick Harrison also finds
examples of clumsy plagiarism but
feels that much of it is innocent.
"A student doesn't understand
that making direct quotes without
showing the source is plagiarism."
He finds shifts in style easy to

discover and has enough contact
with his students to know if a
paper is within a student's ability.
Registrar Jon Huisken hopes
that any accusations of plagiarism
can be handled between the student and instructor with the department chairman possibly arbitrating. If no agreement can be
reached, the provost may be asked
to help, Huisken said.
The instructor generally determines the punishment which
usually is either an " F " for the
paper or for the course. According
to the handbook, plagiarism also
"can result. . . , if flagrant, in
dismissal from the college."

Theater stages Gaines
play; cast announced
Artist in residence, playwright
Fred Gaines along with composer
Roberta Carlson returns to campus to ready his rag-time musical
Bull Moose for its December 5th

world premiere.
The play, described by set and
costume designer Richard Smith
as a "realistic mood piece," deals
with the political and social problems of the early ^OO's.
Hell's Kitchen, New York, is
the location of the Black Rabbit
Saloon where Danny Taptoe
(played by Rich Hoehler) uses the
strength of a union as a weapon
against oppression.
Bill TeWinkle portrays Drake, a
shrewd business man who has

fallen heir to the saloon run by
Mademoiselle Joe, played by
Cheri Chenoweth. Amy Mills, Kim
Zimmer and Bev Kerlikowske are
the dance girls with varying views
on their job. Jerry Bevington is
Vanilla, a mysterious peddler who
chronicles the play.
The bartender,. Bolt, played by
Phil Magee and the Irish police
officer Malcaday, played by Kurt
Gubitz, add conflict and corruption to an already tightly woven
web of tyranny.
Bull Moose will run December
5th through the 7th and the following week Wednesday through
Saturday. Performances will be at
8 p.m. each night.
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A matter of integrity
It is apparent that Hope students
don't have much recourse when
pitted against a faculty member in a
dispute over grades. The case of
Donald Seise, who withdrew from
Hope earlier this semester after losing one such dispute, won't help
many of you sleep better tonight.

While admittedly Seise's case concerned only the art department, and
particularly
instructors
Robert
Vickers and Ddbert Michel, it is
intolerable that the situation could
have occurred at all.
Seise was legitimately concerned
when his final grade in Primitive Art
slipped from B+ at midterm last
semester to D- at semester's end. He
requested to see a copy of his exam
with explanatory comments and was
told it had been lost by Vickers. He
was denied the opportunity to retake
the test as it would have threatened
the integrity of the art department.
If the college had a policy which
required professors to save final
exams for one semester. Seise might
not have had to worry for four
months about his academic future
and might still be in school today. In
his case, intransience on the part of
the art department probably contributed as much to his untimely
departure as did the lost exam, but
the latter did set off the entire mess.
The anchor strongly urges that
appropriate measures be taken to

In a case such as Seise's with so
many unexplained and disturbing aspects, an investigation was certainly
called for, whether the case met all
the technicalities or not.
The AdAB has promised to research how other schools treat grade
appeals and we hope something good
comes of this. It is unfortunate that
the action did not come in time to
prevent Seise's departure.
It's inexcusable that an academic
institution such as Hope should have
to flounder so helplessly because of a
mislaid exam. It's not hard for a test
to be lost. Hopefully the next time it
happens, Seise's case will have been
enough of an example to prepare
Hope to handle the problem in less
than four months and without the
loss of a student.

Wagner calls for loving

Loving expresses itself in an active
concern for others. The men of Knickerbocker, as an example, could make a very
positive step in the direction of their letter
by restructuring pledge events so that they
are activities which foster love and growth
thi'ough positive involvement in the total
Holland community.
On an individual basis, we must constantly work against becoming t o o ingrown. It is always a frightening experience
to break out of the safe circle to touch new
lives with our own. Yet, as Christians we
must avoid the dangerous games of solitaire
or complacency.
As Christians who are concerned with
touching the world with the love of God
we must strive to mend broken fences.
Pride, jealousy and hurt feelings should not
be allowed to interfere with our growth
together as a Christian community. Reconciliation is a difficult but necessary task for
a campus that dares to call itself Christian.
Loving also involves continued challenge
and growth in existing friendships. Love
can be expressed in needed words of
affirmation, actions of support or in the
sometimes painful expressions of honesty.
I pray that for all of us in the Hope
community (<lovinft'* is not a process that

X'Al

ends with anchor eulogies but is one that
moves us beyond "strained carrots" to
actual involvement.
Glenn Wagner

Beran lauds
athletes
The headlines probably fead-Olivet defeats Hope (in football) and Kazoo defeats
Hope (in soccer).
The newspaper account contained hard
statistics and accounts of who caught or
kicked what, when and where.
Newspapers miss (and justifiably so) the
feelings of defeated individuals, who prepared long, who succeeded and who had
expectations of winning again. My empathy for their feelings is seeing close
friends experience loss.
As a small voice reflecting the feelings
of hundreds of people who in some way
experienced the loss, we give you our
appreciation for your dedication and your
work well done.
Affirmation comes hard for many, particularly from the sidelines bleacher cynics
who may have had their days. But beyond
this, we can affirm the qualitatively different sports program at Hope.
This difference in many ways comes
from the coaches themselves. They have
provided models of dedication and love for
their players with concern for their growth
as a whole person.
The models that are provided and the
juality of our commitment goes much
arther in the long run than statistics or
scores.
Jim Beran

I

continued on page 5, column 1

FINALLY

NAILINGUP
THIS
CASE.

prevent a recurrence of these events.
While it is impossible to prevent
personality clashes by administrative
edict, if all professors were required
to save exams for a year the student
would be protected at least in part.
A corollary to this mess was the
motion passed by the AdministrativeAffairs Board October 17 in response
to Seise's appeal to the Student
Standing and Appeal Committee.
T'he Board ruled that neither they
nor the appeals committee had the
jurisdiction to hear a studerrt's appeal of a grade. Their rationale for
the decision is that the two organizations would be swamped with appeals from students concerning
grades were they allowed to be
made.

Letters

Last week's eulogy of Stamp the cat
expressed a compassion that is too often
absent on our campus beyond the pews of
Dimnent.- The Knickerbockers are to be
commended for their message. We ail have
a great deal to learn about what is involved
in loving other people.
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He can't say no
© 1 9 7 4 , The Los Angeles Times Syndicate

WASHINGTON-This is a strange country. We kicked out Vice President Spiro
Agnew because he took money, and we
won't confirm Nelson Rockefeller because
he gave it away.
THE PROBLEM, when you're a Rockefeller, is that you just can't help wanting to
give money to people you like. The question is: How can Rockefeller stop a lifetime habit if he becomes Vice President?
This is what could happen.
"Nelson, I'm delighted that you were
finally confirmed."
"THANK YOU, Mr. President. Is there
anything you need?" .
"I'm fine. Nelson. Just fine."
"What about that swimming pool
you've been talking about? The boys tell
me you had your heart set on it."
"PLEASE, Nelson. You don't have to
give me anything for choosing you as Vice
President. I wanted you all along." r
"I'm'sorry, Mr. President. I just like to
give money to people 1 like."
"Well, let's forget about it and go into
the Cabinet meeting."
THEY WALK in and get a standing
ovation. Rocky sees Henry Kissinger.
"Hi, Henry. Everything okay? Are you
and Nancy making it on your salary?"
"We're fine. Nelson. We're not buying
any yachts but we manage to get by."
"YOU WANT a yacht, Henry?"
"No, that was just a figure of speech.
Nelson."
"Well, you know where my office is if
you want anything."
^
THE PRESIDENT says, "Can we begin
the meeting? Let's hear from Secretary of

I
m"

3

the Treasury Bill Simon."
"Mr. President, I'm sorry to report that
our overseas deficit for the quarter is $460
million."
"Hmnnn," the President says. "Does
anyone have any suggestions?"
* ROCKY TAKES out his checkbook.
"Who should I make it out to?"
"Nelson, you don't have to make up the
U.S. overseas deficit."
"Heck, i t ' s j u s t chicken feed," Rocky
says, and he throws the check over to
Simon. "By the way, is our overseas debt
deductible?"
1 SIMON SAYS, "I'm not sure. No one's
ever paid it before."
James Schlesinger, the secretary of defense, says, "I have to have 30 B-1 airplanes by next year. Originally they cost
$45 million, but now they're up to $75
million apiece.".
"No sweat. I'll loan you the money at
4%," Rocky says.
"ARE YOU SURE you want to do
that?" Mr. Ford asks.
"Why not? I like Schlesinger. He's a
good guy. By t h e way, Jim, besides the
loan for the B-ls, can I open a trust fund
for your kids?"
"That won't be necessary," Schlesinger
says.
"Well, gentlemen," the President speaks,
"that concludes the meeting. I would just
like to say personally how happy 1 am to
have Mr. Rockefeller aboard. Thanks to his
generosity I believe this country's financial
problems are over."
Rocky blushes. "What are Vice Presidents for?"
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'John's Greatest Hits'-not all great, not all hits
The following anchor review Is
written by Bill DeBlock. He reviews Elton John's Greatest Hits
on MCA Records.

I

It's been a long road for the
singer, writer,. arranger and performer but by this time, Elton
John is a common name in most
American's minds when they
think of good-time rock music.
WHEN I SXY a long road, I
don't mean that he was never
critically or for that matter commercially rewarded for his efforts
but rather that he has traveled
many different musical roads to
get where he is now . . . Elton
John-Superstar.
Elton John along with Bemie
Taupin has compiled ten albums

altogether that span the tastes of
music from sad moving ballads, to
soulful tujies, to good time rock
and roll music.
A YEAR AGO when John had
just released his two record extravaganza entitled Good Bye Yellow
Brick Road, he was asked if a
greatest hits album might be his
next public offering. John politely
replied that he didn't need a
greatest hits album because all of
his songs "were greatest hits."
Well, here we are in the fall of
1974, after the release of his
critically dismal Caribou album
and what new wax animal appears
but Elton John's Greatest Hits.
THE ALBUM itself is not bad
in that it does contain some of the
most
commercially successful
John-Taupin melodies, but its
shortcoming is that it lacks material from the duo's foray into
country-western styles on Turn-

bleweed Connection and some of
their finest material that appeared
on Madman Across the Water.
Two .of the ten Elton John
albums are not available anymore,
They are his first, Empty Skiest
which was never released in the
U.S. and a sound track for a
movie called Friends in which
Paramount Pictures, it seemed,
paid more for the talented duo's
services than they paid to make
the movie. The Friends album is
still available at some record shops
in the Goodie Box for $1.99 but
don't count on it.
WHICH BRINGS us back to
Elton John, the 1970's king of
Rock apd Roll. •King' fits him
well considering the stage presence that he has, his live performances and the glitter and fuss
that he goes through to project his
showman image. Maybe it is well
and
good
then
that
his

Letters cont.

Students call M s appalling
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continued from page 4
With the recent completion of
the Intramural Football games, it
becomes necessary to take a second look at this program.
The purpose of IM games, (be
they football, basketball, hockey,
etc.), should be to involve the
greatest number of students in an
organized and supervised physical
activity. Along with this involvement should be the goals of fellowship and development of
sportsman-like conduct. These
goals in themselves are extremely
necessary for any college or social
community.
The present condition of IM
football is appalling. This activity
has gone beyond' a healthy spirit
of competitiveness to the point
where its sole purpose is vanning.
The unsportsman-like conduct
that has resulted-physical abuse,
profanity and general vulgar actions—is certainly not conducive
to feUowship. We are therefore
compelled to re-evaluate the purpose and success of this program.

*
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WELL, AFTER this "stupendous" build-up . . . what is really
on the album? Side one opens
with the pleasant "Ydur Song,"
from John's first album, and believe it or not it sounds even
better because it precedes "Daniel,"
the mellow opener from the Don't
Shoot Me I'm Only the Piano
Player album. *
Selection number three is the
funky rocker "Honky Cat," but it
seems out of place as an introduction to "Good-Bye Yellow Brick
Road." Why? The mood changes
again to "Saturday Night's Alright
for Fighting." So ends side one and
a flip of the album proves that the
hits keep right on coming!
"Rocket Man," that sad ballad
of the astronauts, opens side two
harmlessly but then we're treated
to John's most "unhit" h i t . . .
"Bennie and the Jets." The story
behind this single lies in a persistant D.J. in Detroit who played
the thing to death before it was
forced out as a single by MCA.

The song made such a dent on the
Rhythm and Blues or soul stations
around the country that John
once quipped that his next tour
might include a stop at Harlem's
soul palace-the Appollo Theater.
Enough said, but pretentious
"Bennie" will be with us for a while
to come.
. NEXT UP, may be the surprise
of the album, Border Song, from
the Elton John LP. It is definitely
not a hit but sounds really fine
mixed in with the others in this
collection. The cut is almost a
spiritual in nature and adds class
to an otherwise commercial endeavor.
Closing side two is the unforgettable "Crocodile Rock." If John
and Taupin were the chronicleers
of the nostalgic hoopla currently
the fad, they did a good job of it
back in 1972.
THE ALBUM is over. It is not
anything more than what it pretends to be, a greatest hits album.
The first question is why aren't
any compositions from the middle
part of the "king's" career included (namely Tumbleweed Connection,
Madman Across the
Water, Friends,, and li-17-70)1
Maybe Elton John's Greatest Hits,
Volume II will answer this question.
The second question is a more
important one though
Has
the Elton John-Bemie Taupin
melody fountain run dry? The last
album did not break any new
musical ground much as its
predecessors had, and John's singing has sounded formula-oriented
instead of spirited and creative.
Will the "king" rock on forever? It's hard to tell now, but the
next album should give some indication as to whether or not J 4 the
sun has come down on them."

p.

The Alumnus

Well, all the votes are all in and very similar to that of Lansing.
most of the elections have been President Ford did not receive the
decided, and it appears that the inflation-proof congress which he
Democratic Party has emerged vic- asked for, instead he is faced with a
torious. Though Michigan retained veto-proof House, with a twoGovernor Milliken, he is the only thirds Democratic majority. The
Republican governor in any of the Democrats also have control of
major industrial states, and his the Senate, with more than threeeffectiveness as a leader has been fifths of the 100 seats.
In both Michigan and the nacrippled by the fact that the labor
union controlled Democrats have tion, though the Chief Executive
gained a large ruling majority in post is held by a Republican, all
both the State House and Senate. the real power is now in the hands
The Governor will also be bur- of the Democratic Party, and it is
dened with an estimated $200 from them that we must expect
million loss of revenue from the action and answers to the probfood sales tax repeal proposition lems of energy, inflation and unwhich was passed, largely through employment. The Democrats have
the support of his opponent, taken the ball away from Ford
and Milliken, it is now their fault
Sander Levin.
The scene in Washington is if they fumble and lose the game.
John P. Yeutter

I thoroughly enjoyed my homecoming visit,
which was highlighted by Hope's football victory
and not seeing Dean Gerrie.
RETURNING for the first time as an alumnus, I
had feared that Dr. VanWylen and three business
office thugs would pinion me against the retaining
wall between Phelps and the gym parking lot and hit
m y stomach with tire irons until I coughed up
enough money to finance the construction of the
n e w phys. ed. complex. Fortunately Dr. VanWylen
understood that worldwide economic problems prevented me from amassing the 7.8 million dollars I
thought I would have handy when I made my Build
Hope- pledge, and the brutal beating did not
eventuate.

By Paul Boddy
young, aggressive night manager for the. Mocivo
Orthopedic Supply and Toothbrush Rental Corporation.

Several days ago I applied for a job with the most
popular New York newspaper, which isn't available at
Van Zoren because most students don't know how to
read. The personnel manager came under the impression that I had worked as an orderly on a ship
after I told him that I had spent four years at Hope. I
was quite disappointed that Hope's academic
excellence went unrecognized until the personnel
person suggested to a Yale graduate that his
experience would make him invaluable as a night
watchman.

A lot of students sequestered in Hope's glad bag
Misquotes of the Month:
environment asked me "What's it like out in the real
**1 begged your pardon but I never promised you
world?"
THOUGH I CAN only speak for the New the rose garden."-Richard Nixon, demanding that
York-New Jersey section of the real world, my President Ford send all White House flora to his
answer is: O.K., if you don't mind taking out the California hospital room, .c
"IA was almost drowned
by the old Mill's
garbage UVSill
from time
l l l l i v to
VV time.
vuitw.
^
These same self-styled interrogators also asked, scheme."-Argentine Firecracker exploding in front
What do you, personally, do in the real world?
, of reporters after being dragged from the Patomac
PRESENTLY, I am gainfully employed as a Tidal Basin.
- .

HEY. MAN,
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peer pressure to enforce these
ourselves.
In conclusion, we call on the
IM Committee to stop and reevaluate this program in all areas
of competition. By drawing on
student, faculty and admimstrative input we implore this committee to draw up a resolution to
serve as guidelines for the future
games.
Kim Spalsbury
Rob Pocock
Mike Toscano
Bob Carlson
Mark Meyer

In re-examining this program
we must first ask ourselves, "If
these present conditions continue,
a
i i u u t u the
i j u w program xitself
v a w . exist?"
should
If it is not meeting the necessary
needs and goals for the betterment of this campus, it should be
eliminated. We feel that this program has great opportunities if it
meets the correct purposes as
mentioned above. Hopefully, the
campus as a whole will agree that
it should be continued.
It becomes essential to determine how to reach the ideal goals
IM sports should attain. This
problem is complex and answers
are hard to find. Some plausible
suggestions might be implementing more stringent rules, better
enforcement of these rules and
the possibility of supplying more
referees per game. The most crucial problem to be resolved is that
of the students themselves. We, as
a whole campus, must retain certain values that are conducive to
sportsman-like conduct and exert

Watch the Democrats

*
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greatest hits package focuses more
on his showmanship of-the midseventies than his reflective mood
of the late sixties.
^
Even the album packaging has
that expensive gloss to it with
Elton John arrayed in Great
Gatsby clothing and obnoxious
pink glasses peering out at the
world. Inside is another hard cardboard glossy album sleeve with
the smiling faces of John's backup band through the years-Ray
Cooper, Nigel Olsson, Dee Murray
and Davey Johnstone. Even the
record label is unique. MCA,
John's record company, has its
logo so small that it's just about
unseen so as to have room for
another blow-up of the "king's"
mug.
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World religions-a common road to perfection'
sense, and that we can begin to
see that what these men taught
What the writers of this article was not a specific "religion" as
wish to propose is a somewhat such, but rather a method by
different view of the teachings of which one can perfect oneself to a
Jesus of Nazareth, a view which is level of existence different from
applicable ultimately to all the. that which is experienced in one's
founders of the great religions of daily life.
In his book The New Man Dr.
the world. The teachings of these
Maurice
Nicoll states:
men contain a similar kernel of
All sacred writings contain an
truth which holds an integral mesouter and an inner meaning.
sage for man as he lives in the
Behind the literal words lies
twentieth century.
another
range of meaning, anTHIS MESSAGE can be formuother form of knowledge. Aclated, as one man has put it, in the
cording to an age-old tradition,
question: "What is the sense and
Man was once in touch with
significance in general of life on
earth and in particular, human
this inner knowledge and inner
life?" It is within the framework
meaning. There .are many
of this question that the real
stories in the Old Testament
essence of the teaching of Jesus,
which convey another knowlLao-Tzu, Mohammed and Moses
edge, a meaning quite different
can be understood in its fullest
from the literal sense of the

words. The story of the Ark, emotionally,
intellectually
or
the story of Pharaoh's butler physically-but rarely, does he
and baker, the story of the react in all three ways at once.
Tower of Babel, the story of Either his emotions respond to a
Jacob and Esau and the mess stimulus-in which case there may
of pottage and many others be a flood of tears; or the intellect
contain an inner PSYCHO- answers and there is a stream of
LOGICAL meaning far re- words and thoughts; or the physimoved from the literal level of cal body responds and there is the
meaning. And in the Gospels chattering of teeth from someone
the PARABLE is used in a who is very frightened.
similar way.
IN EACH case, however, at
THE LEVEL of meaning which least one of the three is "cancelled
Dr. Nicoll calls the "literal" is the o u t " by the other's uncontrolled
level of meaning at which most of domination. Instead of acting harus are accustomed to interpret the moniously, these three centers, as
statements and stories related in they might be called, are often in
the texts of the religions of the conflict with one another. Conseworld, but there does exist a quently, man is unable to be the
"higher level" of meaning which, master in his h o u s e - h e is conif understood correctly, can trolled either by his body, his
awaken infinite possibilittes in emotions or his intellect, just like
man for creating "something" the caterpillar is at the mercy of
within himself which will be his ever-changing environment.
stable and harmonious.
In answer to this apparent state
This "something" is what is so of disunity within man Jesus reoften referred to in religious writ- plies that "the Kingdom of God is
ings as a "soul" and which the within you. Seek therefore to
ancient Greeks so aptly compared know yourselves and you shall
to a butterfly, which progresses know that you are the city and
stage by stage from its caterpillar that you are in the city." And
form to a form which bears no again: "Follow me and you shall
resemblance whatsoever to what it lose me.- Follow yourselves and
was before.
you shall find both me and yourTHIS PROCESS of evolution selves."
f
from caterpillar to butterfly can
HERE, JESUS is saying that'
give us an invaluable clue to the man, like the caterpillar, has the
answer to the previously stated possibility (and I emphasize, only
question and provide us as well' the possibility) of becoming a
with a brief glimpse into the different creature altogether, and
untapped essence of the great may find the true sense and
religious teachings of the world. significance in general of life on
All the men who are con- earth and in particular, human
sidered the founders of the life.
world's religions taught a similar
One problem remains though.
fact, that man has no control over If this is the state of man as
his own behaviour. Man reacts described in the religious texts of

by Mike and Christine Alexanian

the world, then by what means
does one go about actualizing the
possibility within oneself to create
a "soul"? The answer to this
problem lies within the realm of
what a certain "remarkable" man
has called "self-observation".
BY SIMPLY trying to observe
ourselves as we live out our everyday lives, we can begin to see how
much and to what extent we are
at the mercy of our environment
and how lacking in internal unity
and harmony we are.
What a simple experiment in
"self-observation" can reveal to us
is exactly what men like Jesus,
Buddah, Mohammed and others
have been trying to tell us all
along, that man possesses no
built-in system of internal harmony, but that he has the possibility of creating within himself
"something" which can remain
stable and bestow harmony at all
times and which can help him to
become a "New Man" as he is
called in the Gospels.
OF COURSE, if one remains
totally within the boundaries of
pure
intellectual
speculation
about these teachings one will
miss entirely the point of everything just said. It must be remembered that this "System" expounded by the great religious
teachers of the world is primarily
a PRACTICAL one and that nothing whatsoever can be accomplished by sitting around and
thinking: "How nice it would be
i f . . ."
This "System" does not deal
with things as they SHOULD BE,
but rather, it deals with things as
they ARE at the present time.
If one has the wish to perfect
oneself, one must carry that wish
out in reality by making an effort
to observe oneself and thereby"
creating that harmonious and eternal "soul" of which we have been
speaking.
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Ceyer to present
recital tonight
in Wichers aud.
59 E. 8th Street
392-6753

Presents

The Place for
Jeans
—Starring

Clarinetist Bruce Geyer will
present his senior recital tonight
at 8:15 p.m. in Wichers auditorium.
He will be assisted by pianists
Thomas Seel, Nancy Thompson
and several ensembles.
Joining Geyer in a clarinet
choir will be Cheryl Blodgett,
Dawn Ingall, Laura McMullin,
Claudea Rice and Mary Vanderberg.
Playing "Trio in B-flat, opus
99" by Schubert will be cellest
Stephen Eliason, pianist Susan
Glerum and violinist Jane Vandenberg.

DEL'S GUITAR
GALLERY
Guitar Construction,
Repair and Sales
2 3 - E . Bth

* CHEAP JEANS
* LEVI
•MALE
* DESTINY
* MR. LEGGS
* HANG 10
* KAZOO
* FARAH

ASPEN

\

SHOW TIMESMonday and Friday.:.10:00 - 9:00
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
and Saturday...10:00 - 5:30

Nylon Knit

Turtle Necks
$

7 ,o *11

Choose from new fall colors in full
or mock turtles. Long or short sleeve
and sleeveless. Plain or ribbed.

DOWNTOWN HOLLAND ON 8th STREET

THE CAMPUS
SHOP
29 W. Eighth
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Dutch soprano to sing
here on 1st US. tour

Reinders is one of the most
Dutch soprano Ank Reinders
will present a guest recital in requested Dutch singers who reguDimnent Memorial Chapel Thurs- larly appears in performances with
PEOPLE
orchestra, in oratorios, Lieder reday at 8:15 p.m.
Reinders, who is o n ' h e r first citals, etc. in Holland and abroad.
American concert tour, will also He flair also brought her to perpresent a voice class for Hope form many unusual instrumental
The following Ministry of Christ's People col- primarily a matter of the individuars relationship to
and vocal works with the enstudents Wednesday.
God. E.g., someone is confronted with the claims of
umn, written by Dr. Richard Mouw, professor of
semble VARIANT, formed in the
In
I960
she
made
her
debut
the Gospel-it may be in an evangelistic meeting, or
philosophy at Calvin College, was delivered as an
with the Residence Orchestra fall of 1971.
by being approached on the beach by a "witnessaddress during community hour several weeks ago. ing" trainee, or by paging through a Gideon Bible in
under Dean Dixon while affiliated
with the Vienna Chamber Opera
This is the second of a two part series. This week a Holiday Inn suite-and he or she accepts Christ as
and soloist in the Vienna Festival
Mouw offers critical reflections on the new concerns savior.
and themes which have arisen among Protestant
This salvation brings joy, meaning and peace of • with modern music.
After her - debuts in Berlin,
mind into the new Christian's life, often with the
evangelicals during the past decade.
London
and Paris, the doors of
result that the person seeks "fellowship with those of
big halls opened for her. In 1971.
Let us now consider recent developments vis-a-vis like precious faith" and is also compelled to share the
she sang the Deutsches Requiem
good news with those who are without Christ.
political attitudes among evangelicals. While the
by Brahms with choir and orchesHere both the nature of Christian fellowship and
"new evangelism" which had its beginnings in the
tra of the ORTF at the Madeleine
years immediately following World War 11 did much the evangelistic task are often understood individuChurch in Paris. In 1972 she also
alistically.
by way of providing an orthodox alternative to the
sang in Paris, this time with the
THE PICTURE IS one of individuals who enter
anti-intellectual, other-worldly, and separatists funLondon Chamber Orchestra.
damentalists, there were nonetheless some impor- into a saving relationship with Jesus Christ in a way
The American
She will sing a not yet perthat is logically independent of participation in the
tant areas in which-from the perspective of the
Red Cross.
formed work by Pergolesi in Lonpresent-its work of reform was incomplete, es- Christian community.
The Good
don and on an Italian tour with
Neighbor.
pecially those areas which bear on social and
I think that this sort of ecclesiastical individuthe same orchestra.
political matters.
alism constitutes a severe distortion of the Biblical
FOR ONE THING, the new evangelicals did not,
call to participation in the new community of the
people of God. The creation of community is not a
in the *40^ and 'SO's question the close alliance
mere tactic in the redemptive economy; it is a
between evangelicalism and middle/upper class valcrucial element in God's plan for his people. Sin
ues. This alliance has come to be challenged in the
destroys, among other things, our capacity for
past decade from two different directions. First,
there was the emergence of the "Jesus people"
"life-together."
AT EVERY POINT in the history of God's
movement.
gracious dealings with human beings he is concerned
This group revived, in many ways, the attitudes
of the older fundamentalism-anti-intellectualism, to recreate community. Individual salvation, as
important as that is, must be viewed in the light of
other-worldliness, and separatism-but with one
the call to participate in the community of the
important difference: the Jesus people movement
Many thanks to all the fans at column for worried freshmen, I
people of God.
was a significant rejection of many of the cultural
the football game last Saturday do want to assure our present
values which were allied with fundamentalism and
BECAUSE THE individualism of evangelicalism for making an environment of freshmen that many of our very
evangelicalism-as witnessed in the Jesus move- has not been critically and self-consciously analyzed, which we can all be proud! It was outstanding upperclassmen were
ment's dress-patterns, communal life-style, ecocertain oddities have cropped up in the ,overall great to be a part of such a • experiencing the same thoughts
just a few years ago.
nomic attitudes, etc.
stance of evangelicalism. Evangelicals have had a wonderful audience.
My advice would be to stay
SECOND, THERE was the emergency of the
We are grateful to our loyal
firm, and I think legitimate, sense of belonging to
with
it and do remember that the
"political" evangelicals: blacks who refused to be
and participating in the liberating work of Jesus fans, to our great teams and
quality
of your study time is as
silent about the racism of their white Christian
Christ on a personal level, but they have exhibited coaches, and to all who have made
brothers and sisters, young women who questioned
hardness of heart toward the social and political the fall athletic season such a fine important as the quantity. This
the roles and stereotypes of the evangelical comdimensions of that liberating, redemptive work.
experience for participants and probably means getting enough
munity, students who could not ignore the quesIt is time to correct that imbalance. Note that I spectators alike. This is an impor- sleep (which helps to stay with it
tions that arose when the induction notices were
chose to speak of correcting the imbalances of tant part of our Hope tradition. in class), organizing course work
about to arrive, activists in the secular radical
evangelicalism rather than embracing the theology Our special congratulations go to and putting individual assignments
movement who came to find personal liberation at
of Protestant liberalism. Evangelicalism has been the cross country team for their into the overall purpose and context of the course.
inconsistent. But Protestant liberalism is theological- undefeated MIAA season!
the Cross.
Our faculty and staff are here
Each of these arrived, in their own way, at the
ly sterile. For it too has its oddities, ones which are
At this time of the year I
to
help you achieve your full
point of questioning whether Biblically-based dis- almost exactly the reverse of the ones which I have frequently hear expressions of
listed. If I had to choose I would much rather concern from freshmen or their potential, so don't hesitate to ask
cipleship needed the cultural and political packaging
choose the oddities of evangelicalism than the parents that things aren't going for the assistance and counsel
with which it had come to be associated in
oddities of liberalism. But, thank God, we do not quite as well as they had expected which you need. Learning to cope
evangelicalism.
BUT IF WE ARE going to find the right
have to make that choice.
(which probably means simply with setbacks is an important
packaging, we are going to have to do more than be
I PERSONALLY AM convinced that we can best recognizing that things are a lot aspect of college life, and can help
understand the Lordship of Jesus Christ, not by
tossed about by current winds of political doctrine.
tougher than they were in high to develop all the resources available to us as we prepare to live
abandoning the basic themes of evangelicalism but
It is one thing to question the cultural and political
school.)
by
expanding
upon
them,
by
taking
them
more
attitudes of traditional evangelicalism; it is another
While I want to avoid making and work in the real world.
President Gordon VanWylen
seriously than evangelicals themselves have taken
thing to find a theologically-adequate alternative. In
this any sort of Ann Landers
order to find such an alternative we must, I think,
their own words and thoughts.
We must ask whether our patriotism or our pet
critically analyze the strongly individualistic eleinterpretations of Romans 13, or our commitment
ments in typical evangelical attitudes.
We must attend to this individualism as it is to the consumerism and materialism of the Amerimanifest in two different areas: in the individualistic can way, might not be barriers between our souls
understanding of the Christian life and in the view and the love of the Savior. These are truly radical
questions. And yet, when we think about them,
of the nature of Christian witness.
Dr. Harvey Bender from the
ON SUCH A VIEW salvation is seen as being they are truly Biblical questions. Department of Biology at Notre
Dame University will present the
PIZZA AND
first in a series of lectures sponDELICATESSEN
sored by the S&H Foundation
entitled "Man and the New
Genetics."
Bender, who will be on campus
Bruce McCombs, assistant proNov. 14-15, will speak at 8 p.m.
fessor of art, recently had a print
Thurs. Nov. 14 in Winant's Audientitled "Boulevard" warded two
torium
on
"Man's
Genetic
purchase awards at the Second
Future."
International Graphics Exhibition
He will also present a lecture to
sponsored by the New Hampshire
the genetics class and other interGraphics Society.
ested students on Friday morning
Included in this exhibition was
and will be available to talk with
work by artists from 68 countries.
1 4 " l item Pizza
students
informally.
BLAZERS • JEANS * PANTS
McCombs also had works purBender is a graduate of Case
Pitcher of Pop
chased for the permanent collecSHIRTS » COLLEGE SHIRTS * JACKETS
Western Reserve University and
tions of the Arkansas Art Center,
Make your own salad!
received hi? M.S. and Ph.D degrees
Fort Wayne Art Museum, the Erie
29 West 8th Street, Holland
in biology from Northwestern
Art Center and Bridgewater State
University.
TRY PRINCE'S:
College, Massachusetts.
Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
Dance to*..
%~lb. Hot Dogs
And Many Others

Evangelicals and politics

OF CHRIST'S

Give
the world
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gift today
Blood.
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A note from the
president

Biology prof to
lecture next week

McCombs' art
earns awards

STEAKS
SPIRITS
CRAB
1870 Ottawa Beach Road

Features..
Monday Night Football Night
14-oz. Drafts, 40c
Bowl of Chiir, 95c
In the Lounge, 3—New Color
TV's, NO BAD SEATS!

RESTAURANT

JUST $4.50
BUYS YOU AND
3 FRIENDS...
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"Salt and
Pepper"

174 RIVER AVENUE
PHONE
AHEAD FOR

Live Musk
and Dancing mmm
Wednesday
through
Saturday
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DELIVERY

396-8193
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Mistakes dash Hope's
bid for MIAA crown
by Randy Kleiman

The Flying Dutchmen maintained a perfect record, of never
having won two consecutive
league football titles, by bowing
to the Olivet Comets, 27-10, last
Saturday.
In a game that was marred by
mistakes, Hope started out right.
The Dutch took the ball immediately in the first quarter and
ground out a drive that culminated in a Bob Carlson pass to Jim
Holwerda for a touchdown. The
rest of the quarter remained uneventful with one turnover by
each team.
Hope also scored first in the
second quarter on a field goal by
Jim Miller, but that signified the
end of dominating play for the
Dutch, as the offense returned to
their lack-luster ways. Olivet then
took advantage of a Hope defensive lapse and scored on a 70 yard
screen play.
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They were unable to convert
the extra point, but used the same
screen play with just seconds left
in the first half, and again scored.
They then kicked the extra point
and ended the half with a 13-10
lead.
Olivet came out in the second
half firing. Carlson had a pass at
the Olivet 30 picked off and
returned for the touchdown. The
extra point attempt was good. On
the next series, Hope fumbled,
and again Olivet capitalized and
scored for the fourth time of the
afternoon. Again, the extra point
was good. That ended the scoring
and the action for the day with
Olivet using up the clock in a
battle of the punters.
In Hope's first real test, the
mistakes by the offense proved
costly. They were intercepted four
times and fumbled once. The
Dutchmen will have to pick themselves back up to meet Depauw this
Sat. at Greencastle, Indiana.

TWO IS COMPANY . . . Quarterback Bob Carlson finds himself heading into a crowd in this play during
Saturday's game against Olivet. Hope lost the contest 27-10.
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Why?!
A game such as that between Hope and Olivet
will be discussed and re-discussed for a long while.
Being yet another possessor of 20/20 hindsight, I,
too, would like to advance a few personal observations.
.
THE SCORE would scarcely. indicate it, and
most assuredly there are many who will argue that
this is all that counts, but from my admittedly
biased position I must state that, contrary to some
people's belief, Hope was the best team on the field
last Saturday. One can hold up the score for as long
as they want, and that alone won't convince me.
The fact is, Olivet capitalized on four mistakes,
three of them offensively. Otherwise, Hope's defense completely throttled the best offensive team
in the league, while running all over the second best
defensive team.
BEFORE THAT 65 yeard screen pass, Olivet had
two yards total offense, finishing the first half with
one yard rushing. Hope finished the game with over
350 yards offensively, while Olivet ended with 85
yards rushing, and just over 100 passing (that
includes the 65 yards on one screen pass!). But then
statistics don't always tell the whole story, one
would have had to personally witness the game to
understand what they say.
Yet, how could Hope dominate a team and still
be beaten by such a lopsided score? For this, I must
cast my vote for Bob Carlson as one of the most
valuable on the Dutch team.

^HOLLAND/
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by Jon Soderstrom
AS EVERYONE else on the team was having a
fairly good game, the fact that one person could
have a relatively bad game and so dictate the flow of
the day's activity, must mean he is an integral
figure. And not just because he is quarterback, but
because he is the team l e a d e r . . . the one to make
the offense move for the past three years.
However, Carlson did get roughed up early in the
game and this undoubtedly affected his play the rest
of the afternoon. The fact remains he was having a
bad game, especially throwing the ball, and his three
interceptions all led to Olivet touchdowns. But once
Hope was 17 points behind, why didn't the offense
strategy change? With Carlson having a bad day
throwing, Olivet could begin to key on the running
game and effectively control the,Dutch offense.
All in all, Hope still is the best team in my
opinion, even though the standings will never reflect
this. They will get a chance to regain some
self-esteem when they travel to play a tough
DePauw team this Saturday. However, to most, the
season ended last Saturday.

My apologies to Mike Riksen, a receiver for the
Blue Mountain Boys, and Gerry Frazier, a defensive
back for Durfee II, whose names were unintentionally left off last week's AUtIM squads.
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NOW PLAYING

"Devil's Triangle"
UFO—Target
Earth
Tonight: 7 and 9:15
Continuouily from
1 p.m. on Sat.

TODAY AND TOMORROW
(NOVEMBER 8 AND 9)
254 RIVER AVENUE AT 1 1 t h STREET
Across From Centennial Park
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - PHONE 356 - 4684

Every Wednesday
is the original

at Coral Gables
OLD CROW BAR

"Dr. Zhivugo"
with Omar Sharrif
Juiie Harris
One Show Nightly
at 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays at 1:00,
4:30,8:00 p.m.

BIG OPEN-HOUSE
SALE!!

'FLAMING HOG NITE'
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6-Academy Awards

254 RIVER AVE.

Saugatuck, Michigan

Now Open to Serve You
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35c Drinks a n d 35c Beers
$1.00 ADMISSION 8 TIL 10:30

QUART NIGHT, SPECIAL PRICES!
TUESDAY-

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
DANCING NIGHTLY

10c HOT DOGS AFTER 10 P.M.
WEDNESDAY-

SUNDAY

PITCHER HOUR, 6:00-7:00
THURSDAY-

JAM SESSION-STARTING AT
4 P.M.

"Beat the Clock", 2:00 to 6:00 P.M.

2 0 0 £ . Eighth St., HoUand
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